ABSTRACT Patch matching is a significant stage in numerous computer vision tasks. This paper proposed a novel network structure, named DFR-net, appropriate to match patches. The proposed network uses a dense connectivity pattern at the resolution level, making the training efficient. This connectivity pattern has been shown improving the accuracy of patch matching. The DFR-net, with a single-tower architecture, focused on the relationship between (non-)corresponding patches, which improved the performance of the traditional Siamese network. The component of DFR-net, named RDCNet block, produces a smaller model size and is demonstrated suiting for patch matching. To ensure the experimental effectiveness, the DFR-net was trained on the public Brown patch dataset and the HPatches dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Patch matching is a vital topic in computer vision, i.e., patchbased local feature matching between images has been widely utilized in such areas as three-dimensional reconstruction [1] , target identification and tracking [2] , image stitching [3] , action structures [4] , and augmented reality [5] . Despite the numerous developments of deep learning taking the entire image as input, the patches play a primary role when accomplishing the fore-mentioned applications.
Early studies were mostly based on feature engineering and aimed to achieve accurate matching results by designing strong local descriptors. The representative hand-crafted descriptors, e.g. SIFT [6] , SURF [7] , KAZE [8] , are extensively employed. They overcame the challenge of scaling, rotation, viewpoint changes, affine transformation, and varying illumination. These hand-crafted descriptors defined the scheme of the retrieval of patches, inspiring numerous approaches about patches based on machine learning. With the increased availability of tagged training datasets and computing resources, new methods relying on machine learning to obtain descriptors have been developed [9] - [22] . These methods have typically employed tagged images for offline descriptor learning to perform patch matching by extracting features. Furthermore, the optimum method HardNet [22] reduced the FPR95 (the false positive rate at 95% recall) to 3.00, i.e., extremely accurate. However, the convolution The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Adam Czajka.
neural network utilized for patch matching still possesses potential. Although the proposed DFR-net does not achieve the state-of-the-art, DFR-net shows the strength of network architecture.
Match-net [17] is a landmark structure on the patch matching subject. It utilizes Siamese network [16] for matching, and devise a sampling strategy on the Brown dataset [23] . The latter approaches borrow the pattern of the Match-net. L2-net [18] adopts the progressive sampling strategy, and improve the loss function with relative distance. Tripletsnet [21] proposes to utilize triplets of training samples, together with in-triplet mining of hard negatives. Hardnet [22] focus on the neighbor's margins. It calculates the distance matrix and takes the hardest negative for each pair of corresponding patches. Although these approaches have outperformed the Match-net, they merely alter the sampling strategy and the loss function. They resemble the network architecture of the Match-net, almost without reforming. This architecture illustrates in Figure 1 . It consists of five convolutional layers and three pooling layers. The features of patches are extracted by this architecture. Nevertheless, revising this architecture provides improvement. To explore the outperforming architecture, this paper proposes a new convolution neural network, dubbed DFR-net. The proposed study demonstrates this opinion by experimental validation in Section 4.
Employing convolution neural networks in patch matching involves challenges. Patches are the cells of an image. They are too small with little features, dissimilar to the image. For general vision tasks, deep neural networks perform outstandingly. However, deep neural networks possess vanishing gradient problems [24] , especially intractable in the patch matching task. Therefore, constructing a reasonable network architecture is significant for patches. The proposed DFR-net aims to design suitable network architecture, to avoid the vanishing gradient problems while extracting features accurately. Figure 2 exhibits DFR-net. DFR-net densely connects the convolutional layers. Through reducing the number of parameters, DFR-net alleviates the vanishing gradient problem. Since improving the efficiency of information flow at the resolution level, DFR-net reduces the FPR95 compared with Match-net.
The proposed DFR-net concentrates on the network architecture, which solves problems by search mapping in function space. It tends to outperform hand-crafted function mapping via mass training. Although it is hard to explain the parameters of a convolution neural network, a welltrained network signifies high accuracy. The early experts considered the pixel gradient change represents the local features. They proposed mappings from the patch to the descriptor, e.g., SIFT. These mappings overcame the challenge of scaling, rotation, viewpoint changes, affine transformation, and varying illumination. The convolution neural network also overcame these challenges via training and was more accurate than hand-crafted descriptors. However, the patch matching nets represented by Match-net, still possess a potential. To achieve more accurate mapping in the patch matching task, DFR-net adopts a novel architecture detailed in Section 3, improving the efficiency of information flow.
In the proposed study, DFR-net alters the architecture of Match-net. The dense connectivity framework is built at the resolution level by concatenating pooling layers to learn the compact representation of patches. While taking advantage of the dense connectivity, we simplify the network structure and make the information flow more efficient. DFR-net is designed for general patch matching, which is a significant difference from the whole images matching. The proposed DFR-net achieves a better result than Match-net.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 discusses related research, focusing on local feature learning networks. Section 3 explains DFR-net network architecture. Section 4 presents how network training was performed. Section 5 discusses this study. The paper concludes in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Unlike feature engineering of traditional hand-crafted descriptors [6] - [8] , [25] , [26] , feature learning methods such as [9] - [22] use multiple convolutional layers and spatial pooling layers of deep convolutional networks for mapping the patch to the feature descriptor. After that, they add FC FIGURE 2. The architecture of DFR-net. A pair of (non-)corresponding patches concatenate each other after the bilinear interpolation. Joint features are extracted from the dense connectivity pattern at the resolution level. Then DFR-net utilizes three FC (fully connected) layers to predict the matching result. This proposed architecture has been shown to improve performance by reducing the number of parameters.
(fully connected) layers or utilizing Euclidean distances to match patches. The learning methods exploit the advantages of a large number of data sets, training parameters through learning methods to achieve better results than feature engineering. For the whole image, at present, such as [27] and [28] have achieved excellent results in the characteristics of the image accurately and efficiently, through the change of the network structure. In [27] , exert the advantages of skipping the connection by using the residual block, increasing the number of filters to extract features in the deeper network. However, the extracted features are not efficient enough. In [28] , a densely connected mode network does not extract representative features from a very deep or wide architecture, but rather uses feature reuse to exploit the potential of the network to produce an efficient compression model that is easy to train. The connection of features learned by different layers increases the input of subsequent layers and improves network efficiency. These constitute the main difference between the dense connection mode [28] and the residual network [27] . For the patches, compared with the whole image, patches contain fewer features. Thus, the backpropagation of the gradient would be difficult. The proposed DFR-net only utilizes four convolutional layers, reducing the vanishing gradient problem.
Descriptors obtained by hand-crafted, e.g., SIFT, SURF, KAZE, etc., are calculated based on the distribution of the gradient variation of the patch. The descriptor acquisition method provided by the feature engineering cannot be separated from the gradient information of the image. After obtaining the descriptor, the distance in the Euclidean space was used to determine the similarity of the descriptors. Match-net [17] , L2-net [18] , Triplets-net [21] and Hardnet [22] learn patch features through convolution neural networks, and extract patch descriptors by FC layers or Euclidean distances. Match-net [17] consists of five convolutional layers and three pooling layers to extract patches features. It obtains the fixed-length descriptor by the bottleneck layer after feature extraction. The sampling strategy of the Match-net is that take the equal number of corresponding and non-corresponding patches stochastically, and shuffle them. It ensures that the training would not be over-fitting. L2-net [18] resembles the Match-net architecture, besides using an LRN layer. It adopts a progressive sampling strategy to obtain descriptors, which enhance the generalization ability. L2-net alters the loss function of Match-net with relative distance. Triplets-net [21] shows that learning with triplets outperforms learning with pairs when using the same network and utilizes the ratio loss to suit triplets. Triplets-net focuses on the form of the input and the loss function. Hardnet [22] shows that the loss that relies on the maximization of the distance between the closest positive and closest negative patches can replace more complex regularization methods, which have been used in local descriptor learning. The sampling strategy of The Hard-net resembles the progressive sampling and mimics SIFT matching. In other words, based on Match-net, the latter approaches focus on sampling strategy and loss function, almost not modifying the network architecture.
The structure of Dense-net [27] inspired us. Dense-net holds that a densely connected mode network does not extract representative features from a very deep or wide architecture, but rather uses feature re-use to exploit the potential of the network to produce an efficient compression model that is easy to train. The connection of features learned by different layers increases the input of subsequent layers and improves network efficiency. But for patches, compared to complex pictures, patches contain fewer features. Dense-net is too deep for patches. Back-propagation of gradients would be difficult. In comparison, we use the dense connection at the resolution level. In the case of utilizing the advantages of dense connection, the depth of the network is reduced.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The existing networks architecture of patch matching, e.g., Match-net, are still potential. This study develops a novel network. This network employs a dense connectivity pattern at the resolution level named DFR-net. DFR-net uses single-tower structure. It does not extract features from one patch but extracts the joint features from patches. Then a shallow connection deals with the concatenated features. Finally, three FC layers are used for matching mimicking Match-net. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed DFR-net.
A. DENSE CONNECTIVITY AT THE RESOLUTION LEVEL
The difficulty of patch matching is that, because patches are smaller than an entire image, few features can be extracted. For [27] , [28] , however, these networks involve many parameters, resulting in redundancy. A dense connectivity network at the resolution level employs network potential. It is easy to train and possesses more efficient parameters than Matchnet [17] . By connecting the learning features of different layers, the input of subsequent layers is increased, thereby enhancing efficiency. This architecture constitutes the fundamental difference between densely connected and other networks. Densely connected networks are relatively simple and highly efficient. Therefore, this study applies the dense connectivity at the resolution level with RDCNet (resolution dense convolutional network) blocks. The advantages are the depth of the network being reduced, and more proper for patch matching.
An RDCNet (Fig. 4) block is composed of two branches. Their inputs are the output of the previous block. The first input, goes through a 3 × 3 convolutional layer, uses the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [29] as the activation function to ensure the nonlinear learning, and then performs batch normalization operation through a batch-norm layer. We set the stride of a convolutional layer to 2, which allows the network to learn its own spatial downsampling. The other input is reduced to half by downsampling with the max pooling sampling strategy. It reduces the input resolution to half. The downsampling can select the maximum activation value from the nearby location as contextual features. Although the resolution is reduced, the input information still retained herein. Finally, these two processed branches are concatenated and combined on the channel. This result can contribute to the information preservation from the previous layer, and the downsampling size also benefits to the subsequent layer. Accordingly, the connection of multiple RDCNet blocks enables dense connections at the resolution level. During the training process, the network architecture could retune by changing the number of blocks and the growth rate, and identify the proper parameters finally. When a patch passed through the RDCNet blocks, the output of the last nth block is the final feature-map related to the previous block 1 , block 2 , . . . , block n−1 . If the feature map of the nth block is denoted as x, the feature map of the patch that passed through the RDCNet blocks can be represented by the following equation:
where D(·) refers to the max pooling downsampling, with the superscript representing the number of downsampling times. H (·) refers to a non-linear composite function of three consecutive operations: a 3 × 3 convolution (Conv) with the stride of 2, followed by a ReLU and a batch-norm layer.
[·] refers to the concatenation of feature maps. The features of previous blocks are combined through channel concatenation. By inputting the combined features into the non-linear transformation of block n−1 , the final dense patch feature can be obtained, denoted as x n . Subsequently, x n is processed by Local Response Normalization layer (LRN) [18] to produce the unit result. If each function H (·) produces k feature-maps, it follows that the nth block has n × k input feature-maps. When a block is added, the feature-maps of the output increase the number of k. We refer to the k as the growth rate of the network. In the DFR-net architecture, each RDCNet block has access to all the preceding feature-maps at different resolution (Fig. 3) . Once the output of an RDCNet block is added to the input stream, this block can be accessed by any FIGURE 4. RDCNet block. DFR-net uses RDCNet blocks to achieve dense connectivity at the resolution level. The parameter of the network is reduced, and more suitable for patch matching. subsequent network. This architecture makes major improvements to the flow of the information of patches.
DFR-net has three RDCNet blocks. More or less RDC blocks were considered. But these were unfair to Matchnet. When using one RDC block, images were downsampled once. When using three RDC blocks, images were downsampled three times. The corresponding is that Match-net utilizes three max pooling layers to downsample. In order to make a comparison between DFR-net and Match-net fairer, DFR-net employs three RDCNet blocks.
B. THE SINGLE TOWER STRUCTURE
In feature engineering, patch features are typically compared and matched using Euclidean distance. The convolutional neural networks tend to outperform hand-crafted function mapping via mass training. There is another mapping, that is, if the networks study the relationship of patches directly, it would outperform studying the single features of a patch, then matching. The method in [30] noted that combining two patch processing towers into one involves forming a single input; therefore, the feature of the relationship between two patches can be obtained using only one convolution tower (single-tower structure). According to [30] , their method indicates that it is important to jointly use information from both patches right from the first layer of the network, and comparing two images at an early stage can produce a more favorable effect than comparing them later. If single-tower architecture is adopted to combine the patch channels and input them to the network, then the output in the feature extraction layer does not represent a single patch's features, but rather that of the relationship between these two patches. Furthermore, this type of combined features has gotten rid of the descriptors of patches. It is an immediate end-toend connection. This structure is more according to the tenet of the neural network. The combined features obtained from the DFR-net are shown in Figure 5 . It shows that histograms of different corresponding-patches have a similar distribution, but histograms of corresponding patches and non-corresponding patches are dissimilar. The results demonstrate that descriptors of DFR-net denote the relationship of two patches.
C. MATCHING
The feature mapping of (non-)corresponding patches is input in the matching layers which comprise three FC layers. FC layers are used for feature matching, mimicking the Match-net. The purpose of using three fully connected layers, is to put Match-net and DFR-net on the same line. The three FC layers could stress the advantage of single tower structure and RDCNet blocks, and make the comparison fairer. The final output of feature matching was set as 0 and 1, with 0 denoting failed and 1 indicating successful matching. Therefore, two input patches were used, classified as 0 and 1, thus transforming patch matching into a classification problem. DFR-net has a single-tower architecture. The output of feature extraction layers (before three fully connected layers) is a two-patches descriptor. The descriptor is hard to employ a distance metric. Therefore, we chose fully connected layers for producing a binary predictor to measure the descriptor, in order to judge the similarity between two patches. A softmax function was added to the last FC layer to calculate the probability of successful and failed matching.
Posing DFR-net within the topic of distance metric learning faced resistance. The difficulty lay in the single tower structure. DFR-net produces a descriptor of two patches, which is hard to achieve distance metric compared with Triple-net, and Hard-net. Therefore, we focused on RDCNet block, which is the component of DFR-net. In the situations of unchanging sampling strategies and loss functions of Triple-net and Hard-net, we employed RDCNet blocks to substitute their original network structures. The experimental results in Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrated that RDCNet blocks are capable of improving the accuracy of patch matching.
TABLE 1.
The matching results. The numbers are the false positive rate at 95% recall. Bold numbers are the cases where the proposed solution improved the results. In most cases, DFR-net performs better than Match-net. The mean FPR95 of DFR-net is 1.99 lower than the Match-net. Besides, we put the results of Triple-net and Hard-net. DFR-net does not achieve state-of-the-art. However, the proposed DFR-net concentrates on the network architecture, which solves problems by search mapping in function space. This idea is distinguished from distance metric. Therefore, we focused on RDCNet block, which is the component of DFR-net. The Triple-net and Hard-net employ RDCNet blocks to replace their original network structures.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
DFR-net is mainly evaluated on the Brown dataset [23] , and compared with the Match-net. Besides, a new dataset named HPatches [31] is experimented. We interpolate input patches to 32 × 32 grayscale.
A. THE BROWN DATASET
The Brown dataset [23] contained patches collected from 3D image reconstruction of the Statue of Liberty (New York City), Notre Dame (Paris), and Half Dome (Yosemite Valley). The dataset consists of patches sampled near each interest point. The patches are 64 × 64 grayscale and are interpolated to 32 × 32 grayscale. The experiment in this study focused on the matching relationship between patches corresponding to Gaussian interest points and reports the FPR95 (the false positive rate at 95% recall). DFR-net is compared with the Match-net [17] and with SIFT (results provided by [17] ) as the baseline. For the technically sound of the paper, DFR-net adopted the same sampling strategies and loss functions as Match-net. Following the standard protocol established in [23] , the network was trained on one database subsets and was tested on the other two subsets. In the Brown database, the number of patches in each subset was 450k for the Statue of Liberty, 468k for Notre Dame, and 634k for Half Dome. A typical evaluation indicator was the FPR95, and a low error rate is preferable. Results are presented in Table 1 . The runtime of DFR-net is 0.68ms one batch, and Match-net is 0.73ms one batch.
Furthermore, we put the results of Triple-net and Hard-net in Table 1 . DFR-net is not better than them. We attributed the results to the dominance of the distance metric. However, the proposed DFR-net concentrates on the network architecture, which solves problems by search mapping in function space. This idea is distinguished from distance metric. We hold that the network structure still possess a potential. Although DFR-net has different architecture, the RDCNet blocks which compose DFR-net can still be used to improve the network structures of Triple-net, and Hard-net. In Table 1 , we employed RDCNet blocks to substitute their original network structures.
B. HPATCHES
In the HPatches dataset [31] , the detectors, i.e., DoG (Difference of Gaussian), Harris-Laplace and Hessian-Hessian are utilized to deal with patches. For an image, about 1300 regions are selected. ''When a detector extracts corresponding regions in different images, it makes a certain amount of noise. To simulate this noise, detections are using three settings: easy, hard and tough'' [26] . Therefore, detecting the features from different tasks makes different difficulties. In this study, the three levels of detections are blended. The purpose is to check the robustness of DFR-net in diverse obstructions which is the jamming intensity in easy, hard, and tough tasks. Triplets-net [21] and Hard-net [22] make the descriptor of one patch. However, the DFR-net focuses on the relationship between the two patches. This architecture does not produce the descriptors of patches. Therefore, we evaluate the DFR-net by the receiving operator characteristic curve (ROC). The results show in Figure 6 . After that, the results for DFR-net with different tasks i.e., easy, hard and tough, are presented in Table 2 . We evaluate the mAP (mean Average Precision) about this model for the verification task and take SIFT as a benchmark. The results mean that DFR-net is robust in different situations.
We pondered on how to compare DFR-net with the other methods on HPatches dataset. One attempt was to achieve the set threshold of the distance between two patch descriptions. A high or low value would affect the result obviously. An unsuitable threshold would cause unfair results. So we tried to substitute the original network structures of Triple-net and Hard-net with RDCNet blocks. The results show in Table 2 .
C. TRAINING
DFR-net is compared with Match-net [17] . Match-net serves to identify a matching result between two patches. However, it differs from the DFR-net in its network architecture for feature detection. The Match-net employs a two-tower architecture, with two patches input separately into the towers for feature extraction, and features are matched using three FC layers. The towers used for feature extraction are called the feature network, comprising five convolutional layers and three pooling layers, an architecture that is similar to that of AlexNet. Moreover, because a patch is smaller than a whole image, a simple quasi-AlexNet architecture cannot satisfactorily extract high-efficiency features. DFR-net based on the single tower structure, utilizes the dense connectivity at the resolution level. It extracts the matching relation between two patches faster and exerting the characteristic of a convolution neural network. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is adopted for training, with the learning rate of 0.01, the batch size of 128, and the 100k iterations. The training is on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 GPU.
V. DISCUSSION
DFR-net takes advantage of the dense connectivity. Originally, dense connectivity was proposed by DenseNet [28] . DenseNet considers that as a direct result of the input connection, feature-maps of any DenseNet layer can be accessed by all subsequent layers. This forms a compact structure. In fact, we tried to use DenseNet to train the matching of patches directly, but the actual effect is unsatisfactory. The loss value is hard to decrease. This experiment shows that the layers of DenseNet are too deep. In the case of extracting the features of patches, the parameters are difficult to train and the vanishing gradient problem is more serious. Reducing the number of layers under taking the advantage of dense connections and implementing the DFR-net consisting of multiple RDCNet blocks were considered. Unlike DenseNet, DFR-net uses dense connections at the resolution level. Focus on the structure in Figure 1 , there are only four convolution layers in the dense connectivity block, which is more straightforward, with fewer parameters and easier to train. This makes the training of the network more efficient. This study only focuses on the improvement of the network structure. Furthermore, considering the loss function and data enhancement will be our next goal as future work. This study emphasizes that, for a particular task, i.e. patch matching, training with a specific network architecture will have a better effect. DFR-net is suitable for inputting datasets with small dimensions, such as patches. The architecture is also applicable in the classification, detection, and matching of other smaller-sized image datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, an image patches matching method is developed and evaluated. This method used dense connectivity at the resolution level to extract the relationship between (non-)corresponding patches, with FC layers employed for metric. DFR-net with RDCNet blocks produces a smaller model size. The proposed DFR-net training model outperforms Match-net when the patch matching is on the Brown dataset. Moreover, DFR-net is robust in dealing with different tasks on the HPatches dataset. The evaluation results indicated that DFR-net proposed in this study could be effectively applied to patch matching. Despite the proposed DFR-net does not achieve the state-of-the-art, DFR-net shows the strength of network architecture.
